MX ORDER FORM

CUSTOMER INFO

NAME ____________________________

PHONE __________________________

EMAIL ____________________________

NOTES / DRAWINGS

YOUR BIKE INFO | GRAPHIC INFO

BIKE MAKE __________________________

KIT (DESIGN) # __________

MODEL __________________________

RACE NUMBER ______________________

YEAR __________________________

NUMBER COLOR ____________________

PLASTIC COLOR ____________________

PLATE COLOR _______________________

FRONT FENDER COLOR _____________

IF YOU ARE SUPPLYING LOGOS WE DO NOT HAVE THEY MUST BE IN .EPS OR .AI FORMAT.

2 FREE PROOFS (CHANGES)

☐ REAR FENDER / LOGOS ON __________________________

☐ FORK GUARDS / LOGO ON ____________________________

☐ FRONT NUMBER PLATE / LOGOS ON ____________________

☐ SHROUDS / LOGOS ON ______________________________

☐ AIR BOX / LOGOS ON ________________________________

☐ SIDE NUMBER PLATES / LOGOS ON _____________________

☐ FRONT FENDER TIP / LOGOS ON ________________________

☐ FRONT FENDER SIDE / LOGOS ON _______________________

☐ SWING ARM / LOGOS ON ______________________________

CHECK BOXES OF PIECES YOU WANT

SPECIFIC COLORS IF ANY ____________________________

NOTES / DRAWINGS

LOGO PLACEMENT

COLOR PLACEMENT OPTIONS

EQUIPMENT PLACEMENT OPTIONS

DRAWINGS/LOGO MATERIAL OPTIONS

REMARKS

DATE ____________________________